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(POPs)  “People’s Opinion Polls”  
on CozyWayCabins 

 
Invention Discovery Center maximizes   financial success 

for the investors, inventors and CEO’s by “first” 

ascertaining market demand by means of “People’s 

Opinion Polls.” 

 IDC commercializes inventions in” exchange” for a 

minority equity interest in the enterprise. As our 

part, IDC arranges any or all of five business 

disciplines including funding, marketing, 

management, manufacturing or distribution that 

may be required for a business concept or an 

invention to be successful.  

Invention Discovery Center always strives to 

commercialize products that promise the greatest level 

of business sustainability and job creation. This pledge 

includes the inventions described herein. 
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Introducing CozyWayCabins 
Originator of “Frequency Sensitive”  

Interior and Exterior “Health Stabilizing”  
Architectural Technologies  

 

By means of the science of “frequency substitution” within the CozyWayCabin our bodies can 
now become UnManMade. This is an endeavor to help "undo" in order to “renew.”   
 

Undo What? The short answer: To “undo” unhealthy electrical frequencies that have been 
absorbed by our body. This newly developed (pat pending) architectural science applies 
“frequency substitution” characteristics to the entire structure of a CozyWayCabin allowing 
the body of the occupant to acclimate back to its original frequency. This is in line with the 
already proven science that everything has been created with a specific (measurable) 
frequency and vibration but, it’s only a recent discovery that shows how one frequency 
affects another.  
 

Healthy people have a body frequency near the same as the earth frequency. The objective 
of the cabin is to help the occupants to daily regain that same frequency. Every day, out-of-
sync electronic devices disturb our natural body electricity. After the “manmade” frequencies 
are built-up in our body during the day, everything touched, sit on or walked on in the cabin 
harmlessly absorbs and exchanges the “manmade” for the natural “earth” frequency.  
 
Because of a unique earth connection, the frequency controlled “exterior” works in unison 
with the frequency controlled “interior” making the entire cabin true “living” space. Every 
usable square foot under the sky and under the roof are intended to co-function as the 
primary means to renew and support better health. 
 
CozyWayCabins provides a safe zone, bringing “UnManMade” living space to a whole 

new level, inside and outside. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The interior & exterior space of a CozyWayCabin can be up to 1900 square feet with 
about 40% inside and 60% outside, at approximately the price of a quality home of 
comparable size.  
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Nearly all inventions  
have the potential to produce negative affects! 

 

During the last 100 years a myriad of manmade environmental hazards have been invented! 
Most of these are innocent attempts to provide conveniences to make our lives easier and 
more productive. But there has been reliable sources that suggest negative effects on our 
health and safety has escalated during this “electrical revolution.” Conventional home designs 
do not protect people from these new hazards!  
 
Previously homes were not designed for anything other than shelter and comfort from outside 
weather! The discovery of electricity has made us vulnerable to all sorts of issues that nobody 
faced before!  It is clear that we need ABSOLUTE CONTROL of the “climatic” conditions EVEN 
in the “interior” of our homes as well as exterior.  (See the last page of this report for medical 
studies) 
 
Some building scientists have known about this issue but the cost of controlling the interior 
of homes has been outside the common man’s price range. Until CozyWayCabins “NO” 
residential type structure can claim this type of CONTROL of BOTH the exterior and interior.  
 

This report reveals a paradigm shift in 
Health – Comfort – Safety & Investment Value,   

Affordable to everyone through CozyWay!  
 

CozyWayCabins are now available for private residence or commercially as a lake resort. 

 

This presentation provide details regarding Invention Discovery Center as a co-investor with 

anyone that would like to build a CozyWayCabin resort. But, this report also details the benefit 

of CozyWay for anyone to purchase for their own personal use. 

 

For more information on creating a RESORT with CozyWay See 

www.InventionDiscoveryCenter.com / showcased / CozyWay/ “Performa” link  or call   

417.334.8914 so that we can send you the science behind CozyWayCabins. 
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CozyWayCabins 
Matched to the “earth’s frequency” for health & comfort! 

“Locked” to the earth for safety! 

 
At first glance, a CozyWay structure looks much like any relocatable cabin or house. But 
unlike anything else in the world CozyWayCabins contain the "CoolStowCore." The 
“core” of the structure is primarily a “science” that is based on a unique steel framed 
structure with a multi-layered, inner core. This core is not visible between wall coverings 
and siding.  
 
Further clarification: When a person is in a CozyWayCabin the body will not be able to 
absorb “manmade” electrical frequencies from outside because of the structural shield 
around them. This latest building science forms a "cocoon" shielding occupants from 
exterior manmade vibrations, sound, heat, light energy and electromagnetic 
frequencies. Exterior frequencies connect with the CoolStowCore where they are 
intentionally absorbed by the core and then redirected into the earth before they can be 
harmful to people. During a normal workday our bodies come in contact with all sorts of 
manmade frequencies. When entering a Cozyway structure, ordinary interaction with the 
structure will drain off any harmful built-up frequencies allowing us to take on the "more 
dominate" and natural earth frequency. The end result, our body recalibrates back to our 
original “created” earth frequency and well-being.  
 
Have you ever felt a little out of sync in your physical body? Maybe you knew that 
something was “not quite right” but you could not identify what it was! Researchers are 
now discovering that everything has a “frequency.” This relates to the science of Quantum 
Physics which has proven that everything is in a constant state of movement. Even steel 
has a molecular movement. Hydrogen and oxygen are invisible but when combined they 
slow down to form water. When slowed further, by removing heat, water molecules stop 
moving almost entirely to form a solid that we call ice. Biblically speaking it has been 
recorded thousands of years ago of how the worlds were formed with the spoken word, 
which is a frequency of sound waves. Science has only scratched the surface of the depths 
of what happens with the spoken word. This is a discussion of “vibrating” frequencies 
that can be electrically sensed. A person’s body and the earth are nearly the same 
frequency. Conversely, most man made conveniences are a big departure from the shared 
frequency of mankind and the earth.  
 
The strange feelings we get sometimes may be that we are experiencing a frequency 
outside the normal “earth and body” shared frequency! Electrical frequencies can be felt. 
Strong electrical frequencies can be felt strongly, such as 110 volts and the resulting 
shock!  CozyWay is paving the way to live in harmony with the earth. CozyWay has also 
proven that it is possible to be shielded from the influences of those disturbing 
“manmade” electrical frequencies. But, when we are exposed to daily manmade 
frequencies after only a few minutes of being in a CozyWayCabin the dominating earth 
frequency of the cabin will replace the manmade rogue frequencies!  If this is all NEW to 
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YOU, please don’t reject it!  Do some research! You will find a load of data on the issue. 
We believe that CozyWay is an answer. 
 

This is the underlying objective of the technology 

The entire structure is pre-conditioned with the frequency of the earth. Our bodies build 
up “unnatural” frequencies during the day. When entering the CozyWay structure those 
frequencies are naturally substituted with the earth frequency, bringing our bodies back 
to our “normal” created frequency. This is primarily accomplished through a sophisticated 
means of "hard wiring" the structure directly to the earth by means of the CoolStowCore.  

The result is that, 360 degrees around the occupants, there is a safe zone cocoon of 
"earth frequency" charged steel. This design culminates in an "absolute climate control" 
of electromagnetic frequencies as the stronger and more dominate earth frequency 
overrides all other variables that might be present on the outside or inside. The structure 
is “permanently tuned” to the earth and never needs anything more than to stay attached 
to the earth to maintain the earth frequency. The earth frequency will always dominate 
the smaller cabin because it is connected to the “larger” earth mass. 

The technologies utilized in CozyWay Cabins also address other electromagnetic and 
vibration frequencies of "sound, light spectrums in addition to heat."  Altogether this 
makes CozyWay the premiere choice when a comfortable and healthy environment is the 
objective.  
 
Another attribute of CozyWay is QuakeMount. CozyWay resists the effect of earthquakes 
by utilizing the patent pending "QuakeMount" earth attachment system making CozyWay 
the only structure of its type in existence that allows the earth to move without disturbing 
the structure. (QuakeMount is manufactured by BridgeWay Steel.) 
 

CozyWay is 100% sustainable! Zero maintenance! 
Over 20 years of research and development, regarding the negative significance of man-
made hazards, and the need for “energy conservation” has resulted in several “patent 
pending” construction methodologies, components and technologies.  

 Additionally, AS FAR AS IS KNOWN for residential or commercial applications, 
CozyWay is the very first “relocatable” structure that has been intentionally 
designed to “maximize” return on investment! These pages highlight several unique 
engineering features that will allow anyone the opportunity to achieve a healthy & 
comfortable way to live a “Sensible Lifestyle” while gaining maximum return on 
investment for every dollar invested in comfort, health and wellness!  

 

This report, in part, emphasizes the importance of distancing our body from the known 
negative frequency influences and how easily it can be done with the CozyWayCabins 
technology. 
 
In the remainder of this report you will see a synopsis of the new “CoolStowCore” 
technology of “CoolStow.” Altogether these are the ONLY technologies that address the 
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vibrating frequencies of heat, sound, light spectrums and manmade electrical magnetic 
influences. Leveling out or eliminating the harmful effects of those extremes serve to 
provide a safer and more comfortable environment.  
 
Stressed economic issues faces most Americans today.  We have formulated this report 
“primarily” to showcase CozyWayCabins as a viable means of developing a resort that 
could relieve that stress. With the help of Invention Discovery Center anyone may utilize 
CozyWay Cabins to create an “instant resort.” Of course, CozyWayCabins will also make a 
great personal cabin for your own wellbeing.  

If you get other ideas from this report, please feel free to share those creative ways you believe the system could 
be utilized.  Or, if you would like to own a CozyWay Cabin for your own personal use, or even for commercial use, 
please contact us at the address in this report.   

 

(Investors and developers contact Ron@InventionDiscoveryCenter.com  417.334.8914)  Details at 
www.InventionDiscoveryCenter.com  (see “Incubation showcased”) 

The Applied Technologies Utilized By CozyWayCabins 
Results in These Primary Attributes  

 CozyWayCabin, small enough to easily maintain – large enough to live comfortably 
 Many color and material options are available exterior & interior 
 Proprietary heat control Insulation “equivalent” to 40 R-factor 
 Proprietary sound reducing system prevents infiltrating into interior  
 Proprietary shielding from electrical magnetic frequencies (EMF’s)  
 Under both the roof and exterior of equal importance with the exterior adding  

Vitamin D benefits along with EMF equalization. 
 BridgeWay Steel, 400% stronger than wood construction 
  Never changes shape, warps, cracks, bends, breaks. 
  Mouse proof, wasp proof, termite proof, snake proof! 
  The intent is no deterioration beginning at the steel core 
  Climate and natural conditions have limited affect 
 Up to 1900 sq. feet for single story, 2400 square feet, two story 
 Highest quality appliances are standard 
 Completely portable yet meets to mortgage requirements 
 Maximum energy conservation = Ready for off-grid living 

 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES! 

 Strong & safe, steel foundation with insulated concrete core. 
  Foundation is set on “bridge type” steel piers. 
  Tied to the earth, maximizing safety! 
  No concrete blocking because of built-in foundation 
  No excavation = environmentally friendly! 
  “QuakeMount” earthquake resistant and hurricane proof connection to  

         the earth maintains peace of mind and safety standards.  
 Built like a BRIDGE! 
 Set up like a BRIDGE! 
 Tide down like a BRIDGE! 
 Permanent like a BRIDGE! 
 Relocatable, NOT like a BRIDGE! 

 

mailto:Ron@InventionDiscoveryCenter.com
http://www.inventiondiscoverycenter.com/
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CozyWayCabins 

New Technology + 
Uncommon Construction Methodologies = 

Giant Leap in Building Science! 
 

CozyWay Wilderness Cabins Resorts utilizes a “unique” system of 

construction, proprietary methodologies and technologies that allows 

a resort owner to create a “customized” experience for his guests by 

“tuning” the exterior architecture & interior décor of a CozyWay 

structure in such a way that it fits harmoniously into the terrain of the 

resort.  

CozyWayCabin is the answer to “How could a commercially viable 

resort business be created “overnight” or expanded even on “rented” 

ground while remaining a safe investment?”  

The health & safety attributes of CozyWay fit into the modern market. 

By matching exterior and interior components with the known 

geographical socio-economical market requirements, demand is 

“already there”. Additionally, the “RELOCATABLE” design of the 

structure provides opportunity to prove-out the business before a 

larger commitment and a larger financial risk is required.  

Relocatable attributes of CozyWay provides the perfect means for the 

resort owner to completely recover his investment “on demand” if at 

any time the entire operation needs to be moved to another area. This 

is a great benefit on an area where the resort owner does not own the 

land. Relocatable attributes of CozyWay provides tremendous benefit 

to lending institutions allowing them complete control of their assets.  
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Front View from the right 

The exterior can be most ANYTHING desired. You dream it – we will build it! 

1-Bed  1-Bath  shown here up 1,900 sf including the exterior “frequency controlled” deck.   Two 

story is also available in 2 – 3 bedroom – 2 bath) High quality for under $120 per square foot 

for this superb quality includes both outside and inside living areas!  

Utilizing our BridgeWay Steel framing and CozyWay insulation technologies.  Compared to 

Tiny House, most CozyWay structures would be too large to pull around therefore we leave that 

to travel trailers. CozyWay is engineered to greatly maximize investment value! CozyWayCabins 

offer a much higher quality than a Tiny House with much better pricing structure and much 

larger living space. This is in addition to many health benefits. (Prices are expected to decrease 

as production gains volume).  

Contact Invention Discovery Center  

Let us share ideas to see how we can build it together! 
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CoolStow is our “climate control” technology and when utilized in a CozyWayCabin the entire system becomes part 
of the “frequency control.” But for this page notice the “heat control” benefits of CoolStow in a backyard structure. 
 

CoolStow’s proprietary insulation, steel framing, steel foundation & construction methodology are not available in 

wood (shed class) constructed buildings.  

Exteriors of CoolStow buildings and CozyWay cabins resemble any other portable building because we are able to 

use any exterior material the customer may specify. These structures are “engineered class” and like NO OTHER 

because it will maintain 40 degree cooler interiors than common portable buildings!  Interiors of common “shed 

class” structures can reach over 140 degrees in summer heat destroying many contents.  

Strength and durability from BridgeWay Steel framing and Steel Piers eliminates the need for concrete blocks!  

Patents are being filed.   CoolStow is an “investment grade” class of structure and is the core technology also 

utilized in CozyWay cabins, creating the amazing efficiencies.  

 

 

IT IS LIKE CLIMATE CONTROL IN IT IS LIKE CLIMATE CONTROL IN YOUR BACKYARD! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notice:  The CoolStow technology is also utilized in the CozyWayCabins described herein. 

 

This page is a description of the CoolStow “frequency adjusting” climate control “cocoon core” of the 

CozyWay Cabins. We felt it necessary to detail at least ONE of the KEY components that make 

CozyWay what it is before you read about the rest of this amazing innovation in safe investment! 
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Bedroom view toward spacious closet areas separated by a dressing table 
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View from bedroom to exterior 
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VIEW is from the laundry/bath area into the living room toward the open kitchen. 
Frequency controlled “exterior” sun deck surrounds interior space of 14 x 40 feet.  
The sun room provides a place to soak up critical wintertime vitamin D which is 
required to maintain good health. This room also doubles as a “greenhouse” and 
passive solar heat for the cabin and can be positioned anywhere on the deck.      
(Notice this floor plan) 
 

 

 

 
32’ 

60’ 

8x16 Sun Room 
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View from bedroom, through laundry/bath area. 
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View into bedroom from laundry/bath 

NOTE: Any type door may be utilized as desired 
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Deeper view into the bedroom from laundry/bath area. 
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Laundry area is well equipped for convenience, utility and ease of living 
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High quality is on display in this VIEW from the open kitchen into the living area. 

The best of ventilation and efficient lighting allows “CozyWay” to “open up” 

making this structure inviting and functional!  
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 Viewed from the living area 

The working simplicity of the CozyWay kitchen  

Conservative use of space is evident as the stove/bar island separates the areas  
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Deeper into the living area  

The living room defines “lived in” cozy/comfort 
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The living room as seen toward the laundry/bath  

The front door invites guests directly into the living area. 
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The bath as seen from the shower/tub 

Careful attention to details takes convenience to another level. 
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Another view of the bathroom 
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Any exterior aesthetics may be utilized without affecting “frequency substitution” characteristics 

of the system. This is a typical front view of this wood exterior cabin. Your cabin could be wood 

siding, log siding or any other type of exterior including masonry such as brick. You name it and 

we can build most anything that you desire that would provide the “look and feel” that meets 

your requirements. Large “exterior” decking is standard with each CozyWayCabin system. (not 

shown here) 

KEY, no matter what you would like the exterior covering to be, just remember – it’s a covering! 

The engineering marvel that makes CozyWayCabins “cozy” is hidden between the interior and 

exterior coverings!  So, go ahead, dream away! It will work no matter what you dream up!  
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GIANT “departure” From “wood framing” Construction! 

Bridgeway Steel:  BridgeWay Steel “proprietary” (patent pending) steel components. Steel has 
been proven to be stronger, last longer and be a better overall investment than wood.  Only 
one structural type shown here but any size in width and length is available. Anywhere that 
wood framing has been specified the Bridgeway Steel framing is more than capable of replacing 
and providing major benefits over wood, construction truly making every structure 
“investment grade!” 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Bridgeway Steel, built-in Foundation is second to none for quality, strength, durability & 

performance. No job too big or too small or too steep! Eliminates the need for concrete blocks 

to support the structure!  (Patent Pend) No Excavation or land fill required. Tied to the earth for 

wind protection but QuakeMount prevents earthquake damage! 
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Engineering toward excellence in “relocatable” structures  
has eliminated the following installation issues! 

 
NOTE: 

Our construction methodology and patent pending proprietary technologies, which includes 

Bridgeway Steel, Set-In-Steel Foundations, Cozyway Cabins, CoolStow, etc. all work together to 

ELIMINATE what you see below!  

 Eliminated safety hazards, unprofessionalism & structural instability with our 

foundation, no need for workmen to get under buildings!  

 Eliminated the need for customer to provide blocks for leveling because of our steel 

foundation!  

 Eliminated “settling” by sitting on “hydraulically driven” steel bridge-type piers making 

the super center structures the most stable in the building industry. 

 Eliminated the need for fill or excavation on terrain up to 6 feet out of 
level. 
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12/31/2016 2:17:18 PM 

16’ 

44’ 

        CozyWay Wilderness Cabins resorts opening soon in 

Branson Missouri. Up to 1900 square feet single level 

cabins including “frequency controlled” decks on four 

sides. Direct investor inquiries to:  

ron@InventionDiscoveryCenter.com 

Patent-pending steel framing and the CoolStow Climate Control Core 

is where the value begins. The framing makes the entire structure 

400% stronger than wood and cannot change over time. Interior and 

exterior building components will last exponentially longer because 

the steel, unlike wood CANNOT twist, crack, split, warp, expand or 

shrink. In addition to preventing EMF, the Climate Control Core 

reduces climatic extremes on the structure by 40 degrees 

dramatically reducing structural degradation. This greatly extends life 

span while dramatically reducing maintenance. Bankers love it the 

ROI! Great return on investment that you can take to the bank. 

 

Above is one of many exteriors to choose from. 

Below is “one of many” interior layouts. 

Depending on size, pricing is in the range of $200 

per square foot which includes the social decks. 

“Our cabin is like sitting under a 

shade with a glass of ice tea!!!!” 

COMFORT that can be felt 

because CozyWay cannot take on 

heat from the sun or Electrical 

Magnetic Frequencies like these! 

 

 Built like a bridge 

 Set up like a bridge 

 Tied down like a bridge  

 Permanent like a bridge 

 Relocatable, unlike a bridge! 

RECAP:  CozyWayCabins include the “health” benefit of being shielded from EMF’s that studies have linked 

as “Cancer Causing.” ADDITIONALLY CozyWay is the ONLY structure that controls the interior Climate 

regardless of what is happening outside.  Expected to be classed as the most energy efficient structure!!!  

CozyWayCabins are the only structure of their type 

that can make legitimate claims to maximizing all of 

the gains & advantages shown on this page for BOTH 

commercial and residential applications 

 Safety 

 Energy Miser 

 Health & Comfort 

 Biomimicry 

 

  Return on Investment 

 Structural Strength 

 Customizable Esthetics  

 Sustainable 
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RECAP 
#1    HEALTH  
COZYWAY Cabins are “Earth Frequency Matched” into a design that dramatically reduces the 
harmful EMF’s as described below. Manmade Electrical Magnetic Frequencies are everywhere 
in the modern world. CozyWay Cabins are engineered to substitute unwanted frequencies in 
exchange for the natural frequency of the earth. This shields occupants from those effects by 
keeping the EMF’s from entering the structure. Even if you don’t know about, or don’t fully 
understand the effects of EMF’s, just consider this to be a bonus and think about all the other 
benefits brought to you by CozyWay. 
 
 

 

 

 

#2  SAFETY   
The CozyWay structure has addressed many other safety issues including hurricane and other 
storm affects. CozyWay utilizes the Bridgeway steel foundation which eliminates most of the 
safety issues that are related to portable structure installations. The steel foundation is securely 
fastened to steel bridge piers driven deep into the earth and are designed to hold securely 
even under strong wind conditions. By unbolting from the piers the structure can be relocated 
in the same way it was delivered leaving the owner always in control of his investment in 
CozyWay.  QuakeMount withstands earthquakes. 
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#3   Exclusively PELLA windows and doors are used in each CozyWay 

Cabin structure.  Voted the best windows and doors! 

 

 

Energy Efficiency is our primary goal and  

“Pella” Windows satisfies that goal with the very best doors and 

windows in every structure! 
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 When ONLY wood will do it, we use only the best for exterior or interior while 

“keeping” the efficiency and “frequency” benefits. 

 

. 
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Natural Cedar Siding 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pine siding 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many other exterior types including, cypress logs, steel logs, vinyl, brick, stucco, 

Smart Siding, formed steel, aluminum, or about any other siding that you could 

want. 
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CozyWay could be your gateway to your next adventure 

whether for business or personal use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Ron Farrell     ron@InventionDiscoveryCenter.com 

Tell us if you see the value in this structure & you could benefit greatly as we prepare to 

manufacture this product in the very near future 

417.334.8914            9-21-16 

FRANCHISES are planned for the near future with CozyWay Cabins as the anchor 

product. There are 18 other proprietary products in the proposed franchise 

including CoolStow climate controlled backyard storage, bridges and decks, 

greenhouses, GenTower – the most powerful “backyard” wind turbine that ever 

generated electricity! Also gazebos & teahouses, health animal shelters, etc. The 

nationwide name of the new franchise will be “Backyard Super Centers of 

America”. Let us know what you think. 

Proprietary product names of Backyard SuperCenters of America 

CozyWay CoolStowCore CozyWay Wilderness Cabins Resort 

CoolStow GenTower Set-N-Steel Foundation 

BridgeWay Steel QuakeMount BridgeWay Decks 

BridgeWay Bridges CoolStow Cycle BridgeWay Nursery 

CozyWay Cabins  CoolStow Horse Barn 

  BridgeWay Hay Barn 

 

Sales location businesses are also available See 

www.InventionDiscoveryCenter.com  (click on “Incubation showcased”)   

 

 

mailto:ron@InventionDiscoveryCenter.com
http://www.inventiondiscoverycenter.com/
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Modern science proves the need for CozyWayCabin architectural technologies!  

 

 From the British Medical Journal, June, 2005: 

o Researchers found that children living within 650 feet of power lines had a 70% 

greater risk for leukemia than children living 2,000 feet away or more. 

 From Epidemiology, 2003 Jul;14(4):413-9: 

o “Several studies have identified occupational exposure to extremely low-frequency 

electromagnetic fields (EMF) as a potential risk factor for neurodegenerative 

disease.” 

 From Epidemiology, 2002 Jan;13(1):9-20 

o There is “strong prospective evidence that prenatal maximum magnetic field 

exposure above a certain level (possibly around 16 mG) may be associated with 

miscarriage risk.” 

 From the Internal Medicine Journal, 2007 

o In a study of 850 lymphoma, leukemia and related conditions, researchers from the 

University of Tasmania and Britain's Bristol University found that living for a 

prolonged period near high-voltage power lines increased the risk for these 

conditions later in life. 

o People who lived within 328 yards of a power line up to age 5 were five times more 

likely to develop cancer as an adult. People who lived within 328 yards of a power 

line at any point up to age 15 years were three times more likely to develop cancer 

as an adult. 

 Dr. David Carpenter, Dean of the School of Public Health (SUNY), believes that up to 

30% of all childhood cancers come from exposure to high voltage power lines. 

 Even the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) cautions citizens that "There is reason 

for concern" and advises “prudent avoidance” of high voltage power lines. 

 The California Department of Health concluded that EMFs were responsible for an 

increase in childhood leukemia, adult brain cancer, Lou Gehrig's disease and miscarriage in 

the 2002 report, “An Evaluation of the Possible Risks From Electric and Magnetic Fields 

(EMFs) From Power Lines, Internal Wiring, Electrical Occupations and Appliances.” 

 

The studies cited above and dozens of other epidemiological studies specifically link high 

voltage power lines with:  Brain tumors   Leukemia   Birth defects   Lymphoma 

 
CozyWay has been engineered to address these types of issues and many more that concern all of us. We 

believe CozyWay will be considered the “safe haven” in the near future as public knowledge catches up 

with this amazing technology.  

 

 

Feel free to share your concerns and interest with us  

Email:   ron@InventionDiscoveryCenter.com 

 

417.334.8914 

 

(InventionDiscoveryCenter.com) 

See the “Showcased” link  

and check out the PDF on CozyWayCabins link. 


